For each question choose the one correct answer.

1: If you go up to the fifth floor, you'll find his office ____ your right as you come out the elevator.
   a: on
   b: in
   c: by

2: Go to the end of the road and ____ left by the traffic lights.
   a: bend
   b: turn
   c: twist

3: ____ a right just after the supermarket.
   a: Have
   b: Take
   c: Give

4: You ____ his house, it's painted bright pink!
   a: can't find
   b: can't miss
   c: can't lose

5: Go ____ on to the end of the road.
   a: straight
   b: near
   c: towards
ANSWERS

1: If you go up to the fifth floor, you'll find his office on your right as you come out the elevator.
   a: on

2: Go to the end of the road and turn left by the traffic lights.
   b: turn

3: Take a right just after the supermarket.
   b: Take

4: You can't miss his house, it's painted bright pink!
   b: can’t miss

5: Go straight up to the end of the road.
   a: straight